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Mainframe Customs
3/16″ 3:1 Heatshrink –

Clear

$1.25

Product Images

Short Description

Our premium Clear 3/16″ 3:1 heat shrink! We’ve tested and found the best Clear heatshrink to be used in
cable sleeving! Our ultra clear heat shrink easily lets you view the sleeve underneath so you have a better
knowledge of when the sleeve is properly melted. This is due to its incredibly thin wall. However, even with its
thin wall, this heatshrink is durable enough to stand up to high heat without disintegrating away before the
sleeve has properly melted.

https://www.facebook.com/PerformancePCs
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Description

Our premium Clear 3/16″ 3:1 heat shrink! We’ve tested and found the best Clear heatshrink to be used in
cable sleeving! Our ultra clear heat shrink easily lets you view the sleeve underneath so you have a better
knowledge of when the sleeve is properly melted. This is due to its incredibly thin wall. However, even with its
thin wall, this heatshrink is durable enough to stand up to high heat without disintegrating away before the
sleeve has properly melted. Thanks to our Teleios PET sleeve having a semi-low melting temperature this
makes it a perfect pair! You can also either use a torch or lighter! We’ve tested a torch operating at around
1022 degrees Fahrenheit and the results were phenomenal! Unlike using Black heat shrink which leaves
residue on your fingers, this Clear heatshrink leaves no visible residue!

Note: This Heatshrink is sold by foot!

Features

Made for our Teleios 2mm sleeve but can be used for 4mm as well.
Pristine clarity to easily see through the heatshrink!
Thin walls yet can withstand the heat needed to melt PET!
Can be used with a torch (1022F) or lighter!
No more Black residue left on your fingers!

Additional Information

Brand MAINFrame Customs

SKU MC-316-31-CLEAR

Weight 0.0500

Color Clear

Heatshrink Size 3/16"
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